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Within the framework of the international project: „Support for professional development with 
transnational reference “, TIBOR GmbH is searching for our companies in the metalworking, located 
in Zella-Mehlis, Schmalkalden, Steinbach-Hallenberg (South Thuringia) personal in different areas:  

CNC – Specialist (m/f) (Reference N°. 01/18) 
 
 
Your tasks: 

- Operation of 3- & 5-axis CNC milling machines or CNC lathes (Controls: Siemens, Fanuc, 
Heidenhain, Mazak, Philips, Haas, Bosch or other) 

- Manufacture of mechanical components 
- Select, mount and set suitable tools and devices 
- Prepare and prove programs for CNC machine tools 
- Measure and check dimensional and geometrical aspects, quality check of finished parts 
- Produce CNC programs using computer software 
- Carry out service and maintenance of machines and tools 
- Optimization and correction of the created milling programs 

 
Our requirements: 

- Successfully completed vocational training in the field of machining/ mechanical engineering 
or professional experience as a CNC machine operator 

- Experience in reading drawings and manufacturing according to these 
- Experience with at least one control (e.g. Siemens, Fanuc, Heidenhain, Mazak or other) 
- Visual thinking, solid skills in mathematics 
- Motivation, flexibility, independent working and willingness to work in rotating shifts 
- Basic German language skills 

Our customers offer you: 
- Further training and development 
- Family-friendly work environment 
- The wage is between 9,-€ to 16,-€ per hour gross depending on your qualification 

We offer to you: 
• We are next to you throughout the process, from your application, the interview and until you 

sign the contract. 
• We organize your arrival and accommodation. 
• We accompany you in the process of integration to your new working life. 
• We organize for you a German course next to your Work 
• We are your contact in the first months of your stay 

 

Send us your application in German or English, specifying the reference number. 01/18to the 
following email address: 

TIBOR Gesellschaft für Bildung, Beratung und Vermittlung mbH 
Am Königswasser 8 

98528 Suhl/ Thüringen 
suefifa@tibor.eu 

+49 3681 3515125 

mailto:suefifa@tibor.eu

